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Introduction
The Future Farmers of America state finals contest is held every year at
California Polytechnic State University in May. This is a big event that brings over one
hundred FFA members to compete in the dairy cattle contest alone. This contest
enables participants to expand the knowledge of our future industry leaders and
workers. The skills that students gain from this contest will be taken with them
throughout life in daily living and future jobs. They will gain leadership ability, critical
thinking skills, and be capable of accurately evaluating cattle.
A potential weakness of our California contest compared to the other leading
dairy states is the lack of activities in the contest. The California career development
event guideline has not been updated since 1992(Figure 1). We barely have a quarter

of the contest material that the national contest and most other states offer. We may be
putting our students at a disadvantage when competing in national contests and in their
futures in the work force. California is the number one dairy state in the United States,
but in the FFA judging world we are limited due to the lack of depth and attention to our
curricular code. Revisions need to be made to get us on track with everyone else and to
give our students a better opportunity at winning the national contest.
The contest is a great recruiting tool for our department. This contest is student
run and organized and is a great way to represent our program. This contest takes
hours upon hours of work and organization ahead of time. As contest chair last year and
again this year I have seen the challenges this contest creates and the personal growth
and leadership skills it develops. One of the hardest parts last year was that there was
no guideline or timeline to follow in preparation for getting ready for the contest. There is
a lot of work to do with the college of agriculture in turning in paper work in picking out
classes for the contest, grooming the animals and prepping them for the contest,
arranging for officials, and recruiting people to work the weekend of the contest. It is a
lot of work for one person and having a guideline to follow would help greatly. This will
help future chair people in guiding them through the steps of organizing this contest.
This document will aid in advising when to do certain things, and it will show who to
contact and when to contact them. Information will also be comprised of how many
people were used and how many were needed to make things work most efficiently.
With all this information the future chair will be able to do things more effectively and
efficiently.

Literature Review

The dairy cattle judging contest is held in May of every year at Cal Poly. Teams
consist of three to four team members. The top three scores are used in the team
overall total. Every team judges the same six live animal and pedigree class of 4
animals per class. Three of the selected classes are used for reasons giving. Each
contestant gives three sets of reasons, one set from each selected class, to an official.
The officials for the contest judge these classes and their placings and reasoning’s are
what the contest scores are calculated from. Tie breakers are broken with the individual
who has the higher reasons score.
Contest Importance

This contest is a very important deal to each and every one of these students
that comes to judge. I personally judged dairy cattle in high school, along with 4-H and
college. Through my own experiences how these participants feel when they come to
judge here. Hopes and nerves are high and a trip to the national contest and being state
champions is on the line. These students work very hard all year long to get to this
contest. They judge at many other contests throughout the year in preparation for this
important event. Many of them practice every week and some even more than that. It is
a contest that is taken very seriously by many students that participate in it. Therefore it
needs to be taken very seriously by the cal poly students who are in chairing the
contest. We are putting on a contest that will decide who represents the state of
California at the National Contest. Every student wants to win this contest and we need
to give everyone of them the best and most fair chance to do so.

Cattle Classes
The contest will consist of six classes with live animals. Three of them will be cow
classes and the other three are heifer classes. Our previous contest consisted of a two
year old Holstein cow class, a four year old Holstein cow class and a five year old jersey
cow class (figure 1). The heifer classes consisted of a Holstein fall calf class, Jersey fall
calf class, and a Holstein summer yearling class. This provided a good mix of age
groups and breeds for the students to judge. Students gave reasons on the five year old
jersey cow class, two year old Holstein cow class, and the Holstein fall calves. The
student s are given twelve minutes to judge non reasons classes and seventeen

minutes to judge reasons classes. Each class consists of four animals close in age
(within a three month timetable). During this amount of time the animals are led around
the ring clockwise and counter clockwise. They are also set up from head to tail and
from side to side. This gives the students a chance to see the cow or heifer from as
many angles as possible. Also during this time they are allowed to take as many notes
as needed to place the class properly and to prepare their reasons for memorization
after the classes are finished. Each class score is out of 50 possible points.
Pedigree Class
There is one pedigree class to judge in the contest. This consists of four different
official Holstein USA cow pedigrees. A pedigree shows a cow’s family tree. It consists of
production records, type scores, and classification scores for past dams, sires, and her.
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Contestants
A team may consist of three or four members. The top three scores will be used to determine the official
team. If a school only has three members, they are the official team. These same three individuals will
be used in selecting sub-contest, team winners. All contestants may compete for individual awards.

Classes
Class
Individual Team
Milking Class 1
50
150
Milking Class 2
50
150
Milking Class 3
50
150
Heifer Class 1
50
150
Heifer Class 2
50
150
Heifer Class 3
50
150
Reasons 1
50
150
Reasons 2
50
150
Reasons 3
50
150
Pedigree Class
50
150
TOTAL
500
1500

Tie Breaker
1. The team or individual scoring the highest reason score(s) will be the winner.
2. If a tie still exists, the total score of the individual or team will be used to determine the high
individual or team.

Sub-contest Awards
Sub-contest awards will be given for high teams and individuals in the following areas: Milking, Heifers,
Pedigree, and Reasons. (Milking and Heifer sub-contests include reasons for respective classes. Reasons
sub-contest includes all reasons scores.)

Rules
I.
Six classes of dairy cattle, each consisting of four animals, will be judged in this contest.
These classes shall be three of milking cows and three of heifers.
II.
All contestants must report on all classes and will be graded on the following basis:
Correct placing - 50 points; Correct reasons - 50 points.
III. Contestants will not be allowed to handle the animals.
IV. Twelve (12 minutes will be allowed for placing non-reasons classes.
Seventeen (17) minutes will be allowed for placing reasons classes.

Contestants are given twelve minutes to judge this class. No reasons are required for
this class. The class is simply placed on the family’s performance and type components.
Reasons
Contestants are to give three sets of reasons as part of the contest. They are
allowed two minutes for each set of reasons. The contestant goes to the official
assigned to that class and orally presents their reasons without the use of notes.
Reasons are a method for a contestant to explain the class the way they placed it. The
contestants take notes on each of the four animals while judging the designated
classes. Once done judging the contestants compose a formal set of reasons describing
in detail the parts of each cow and why one places over the other. The reasons are
scored out of 50 points. Factors taken into consideration when scoring reasons are how
well the contestant placed the class, accuracy, terminology, form, memorization(not
looking at notes), and delivery. Each contestant has at least fifteen minutes to memorize
their first set of reasons. Once they present that set to an official they have about fifteen
minutes to memorize their next set. The same rotation continues from there.

National FFA Contest Rules

Similarities
The national contest and the state contest in regards to what I have explained
above basically follow the same rules. The contestants judge six classes of animals and
a pedigree class. One difference here is that the national contest only gives fifteen
minutes to judge a reasons class instead of seventeen. The contestants still give three

sets of reasons. The timing of everything else is the same and the classes are
comprised of three cow classes and three heifer classes. After this point the two
contests begin to differ. The national contest has more ways that it tests the
participant’s skills.
Herd Record Evaluation
The herd record evaluation is a team activity where team members work together
to analyze a 50-75 cow herd (3). The team is to select individual cows according to their
status for culling, breeding or other management decisions (3). Each cow will have an
assigned point value, which accumulates points towards the team score only (3). There
is no affect on individual scores, rankings, and the team has thirty minutes to complete
this task and it is worth 150 points (figure 2) (3).
Dairy Management Exercise
The dairy management exercise is done individually and it consists of a fifty
question written test that includes dairy management practices and DHI records (3).
Contestants need to look at and analyze individual cow production records and herd
management summaries (3). The contestants will answer fifteen questions concerning
their use in making management decisions, and the remaining thirty five questions will
involve various dairy management and industry related topics (3). All appropriate
material needed to effectively answer these questions will be provided (3). This section
of the contest is worth 150 points and the contestants will have thirty minutes to
complete this part of the contest (figure 3) (3).

Sire Selection Exercise
The sire selection exercise is an individual activity that requires contestants to
utilize linear descriptive traits for two cows and sire summary information to make
corrective mating (3). Contestants will rank four potential mates for each cow (3). Linear
evaluation and production records will be available on the cows along with the
transmitting ability estimates of the sires (3). This section of the contest is worth 100
points and the contestants are given fifteen minutes to complete this (figure 4) (3).
Linear Evaluation
The linear evaluation is an individual exercise. Contestants are to evaluate five
Holstein cows using the fifteen major traits recognized in the Holstein association linear
descriptive traits worksheet (3). The cows are numbered by their scorecard designation
1-50 (3). Each contestant will be allowed a close up view of each cow as she is paraded
near them (3). The evaluation will be done from a distance of exactly ten feet, which is
the same for every contestant (3). No contestant is allowed to handle any of the cows,
and correct evaluation of the fifteen traits is worth thirty points (3). Two points will be
awarded for each trait scored within four points of the official judges’ score (3). An
example would be as follows: if a trait is rated a 25 by the officials then the points
awarded to the contestant would be 19-20: one point, 21-29: two points, and 30-31: one
point (3). The contestants are given thirty five minutes to complete this part of the
contest and it is worth 150 points (figure5) (3).

Materials and Methods

Officials
The state finals contest is the first weekend of May. The planning is started
during winter quarter (figure 6). The first thing that needs to be started is finding officials
for the contest. This turned out to be the biggest challenge last year. Myself, my other
chairman and adviser comprised a list of names that we felt were suited to be good
officials for the contest. We were looking for alumni with judging background, capability
of breaking down the classes and placing them properly, and ability to give reasons and
explain their placing as well as possible and to be fair and consistent in judging reasons.
Our list consisted of ten names that we felt very confident in.
These potential judges need to be contacted at least two months before the
contest so that they can arrange their schedules and make hotel reservations (figure 6).
Out of the ten names on the original list only two were capable of making it and
committed to the contest. Then we had to review other potentials. We made more
phone calls and were able to get the six judges we needed to put on the contest. There
are many events going on in the spring and people are busy. Adequate time needs to
be allowed to make phone calls and allow time for them to be returned. This is a very
critical part to the contest and it cannot be stressed enough that it needs to be done as
early as possible.

State Finals Committee
The college of Ag has their own committee of students who organize the overall
state finals contest. They have a couple meetings in the few months leading up to state
finals. These meetings need to be attended by the chairman of the dairy contest. They
hand out a lot of papers that need to be filled out and signed. They need to know the
amount of people that you will have working for you so they can plan your barbeque
lunches for the day of the contest. Fill the form out saying you will have six judges and
forty people working for you. Forty is on the high side but it is good to have extra food.
They have a form for tables and chairs that needs to be completed. You may not need
to request these items. If these items are available at the dairy this allows you to not
have to worry about picking up and returning them. The next form you have will be a
contact form. They will want your info, the co-chair, tabulations chair person, and
adviser. Make sure you have this information on hand so that you can fill this form out
and have it done. If they do not get this information from you initially they will pursue you
for it. This committee is here to help you and you should use them if you have any
questions.

Student Help
First and foremost pick a co chair person (figure 6). This person needs to have
experience with judging contests. The student I picked was very knowledgeable and he
was in charge of all the fitting for the animals. He helped with picking out the classes
and then took charge of all the clipping, washing and fitting. This was a huge help
because you the chair person cannot be everywhere at once. Student help is very

crucial for the contest. Trying to do everything yourself makes the job much more
complex. You also need to do this early as there are many other contests going on
during that same weekend. You will want to recruit the students of your choice before
they commit to any other contests. The DSCI 241 fit and show class is required to be
there the day of the contest as part of their grade. They will be you leaders on the
halter. At the least you need sixteen students for this responsibility. This way you can
have two groups leading animals in the ring, and two groups waiting with animals for the
next class. Next you need to recruit help from upperclassmen. These will be the
students that will lead groups, collect cards, announce, and help with tabulations and
registration. You will also need a student to assist with the judges the morning of the
contest by bringing them breakfast and helping with instructions before the contest
starts. It would also be helpful to have a person in each ring to help with setting up the
cows and to help the leaders out if any of the cows or heifers are not cooperative. The
main thing is to pick students that you know you can trust with the task you are going to
give them. That way you do not have to worry about it throughout the day.

Tabulations Chair Person
The tabulations chair person has a very important role. They do all the scoring for
the contest. There are two meetings the tabulations chair needs to attend. One is the
final state finals committee meeting and the tabulations chair meeting where they show
you how the scoring system works. This is important because they show you how the
scoring system works and how things are going to go on the day of the contest. The
tabulations chair is also in charge of putting all the score card packets together for the

day of the contest. On the day of the contest the tabulations chair is responsible for
checking in all of the contestants at the dairy. After that is done the tabulations chair is
in charge of recording all the scores.

Picking Classes
Picking the cow and heifer classes needs to be done early on as well (figure 6).
The faculty chair, contest chairperson, and co-chairman formed three heifer classes and
three cow classes. This is the state FFA judging finals contest. The winner of this
contest goes on to represent the state of California in the national contest in
Indianapolis, Indiana. The classes put together need to be as placeable and well put
together as possible. We are not only putting on a contest for California State FFA, we
are representing Cal Poly and it’s dairy science program. This contest is a great
recruiting tool for the dairy science department. The contest needs to be as professional
and well run as possible. Selecting classes was started a month and a half in advance
for the contest. Working with the fit and show class was very effective and helpful in
selecting the animals for each class.
Myself, the co chair, and advisor would put together one class at a time. We
would go through all the animals in that age group and select the 5 or 6 we felt were
most placeable together as a group. We would then have the fit and show class judge
the class of animals during the week. Most of the students in the fit and show class
have little to no judging experience. It was assumed that if the class as a whole could
get the class fairly close or be on the right track then that was a big plus. At no time was
there any indicator of what the classes were for the state FFA finals. The other

advantage of looking at the animals this way is that we were able to get them out of the
corral and in the sun. They were then lined up on halters and with a great opportunity to
look at them side to side. We found that half the classes worked out well the first time
and the other half did not. With the ones that didn’t it was possible to catch that early
and substitute one or more animals that were a better fit. We also made sure to have a
back up animal for each class in case of any unforeseen circumstances. The other big
problem we ran into was whether or not the animals would lead. The Jerseys were an
issue in this area. Most of the animals did lead, but this gave us a chance to see if they
did lead and how well. We worked with the fit and show class twice a week leading up
to the contest. Once the contest finally neared we were very confident in every class we
had picked.

The week of the contest
By this time most of your pre-planning is done and ready to go. This week should
be used to tie up any loose ends and to prepare for the contest itself. Clipping is the big
thing that needs to be done at this time. The contest is on the first Saturday in May.
Clipping was started on Wednesday and continued through Thursday and Friday. Eight
animals were clipped on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday to keep things even and not
overload the fitters. There were about five people doing the clipping. This worked out
really well, and the fitting crew was able to get things done quickly and efficiently. More
than five people could be too many and there would be people standing around.
One of the biggest issues was how to house and take care of the animals the
night before the contest. Two years ago students showed up at about 4am to wash the

animals for the contest. Once they washed them they brought them into the show barn
and did touch up work on clipping. The problems that this posed is that the animals
were not dried off well enough to clip and that the animals had to be caught very early in
the morning and pulled out of the pens they were in. Last year it was decided to house
the animals in the show barn over night. Washing of the heifers was started at four in
the afternoon. After washing them we halter tied them in fresh straw. With the cows we
milked them at the time we wanted to that was best for bagging them for the next
morning. Once the cows were milked we pulled them out of the milk barn and took them
to get washed. After washing we housed them in the show barn as well. We were then
able to keep a close eye on all the animals and feed and water them as needed. The
animals stayed very clean as well as splitting the night in half to keep an eye on the
animals. The morning of the contest went very smooth due to housing the animals this
way. When myself and the co-chairman showed up at five the night crew had done a
great job. The animals were clean and very dry and no one had to wash them. Not
having to wash the animals also saved a lot of time and hassle in the morning, which
allowed the morning to go very smoothly and stress free. This was a great way to house
the animals and it is recommended for future years.

March 2010
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

1 start contacting
potential officials
for contest.

2 recruit
tabulations
chairperson

3 recruit cochairperson

4

5

6

7

8 review meeting
dates and deadlines
for state finals
committee

9

10

11

12

13

14

15 talk to fit and
show students and
get preliminary
head count of
which ones can
help

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30start getting
ideas of which
cattle to use for
each class

31

April 2010
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

1

2

3

4

5 pick out
class 1 and
look over it
during fit and
show class

6

7 pick out class
2 and look over
it during fit and
show class

8 start
recruiting
upperclassmen
to help with
contest

9

10

11

12 pick out
class 3 and
look over it
during fit and
show class

13

14 pick out class
4 and look over
it during fit and
show class

15 should
have a
complete list
of six
committed
officials

16

17

18

19 pick out
class 5 and
look over it
during fit and
show class

20

21 pick out class
6 and look over
it during fit and
show class

22

23

24

25

26 make sure
you have all
needed
supplies.
Shavings,
clippers, feed,
etc.

27

28 start clipping
animals

29 clip animals

30 finish
clipping
animals.
Wash in
evening and
house in
show barn

May 2010
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY
1 day of the contest

2

9

3 return all
items that were
used and
borrowed
10

4

11

5

12

6

13

7

14

8 clean up day. Clean
stalls and show rings
and put everything
away that was used
15

Results and Discussion

There are many differences between the state and national contests. They are
both nearly identical in the live cattle judging, pedigree and reasons part of the contests.
However; that is all the content that the California contest has to offer. The national
contest has four more sub parts to their contest that California does not have at all. Of
these four extra sub sections there is an actual team activity that all four team members
do together. The other three are individual sections that go above just evaluating cows
and heifers. These sections include herd management and record evaluation along with
individual cow evaluating. The California contest has a total team point value of 1500
points. The national contest has a total team point value of 2850. This provides the
contestants more of an opportunity to demonstrate their skills and range of talent. The
national contest along with most other state contests provides a wider range in
evaluation of skills and ability.

(Table 1) Top ten dairy states and their sub contest areas. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, 10)
Sub Contest Area
State
Herd
Record
Evaluation
California
Wisconsin
New York
Idaho
Pennsylvania
Michigan
Texas
New Mexico
Washington
Florida

X
X

X
X
X

Dairy
Management Pedigree
Exercise
Class
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Sire
Selection
Exercise

X

X
X

Evaluation
Linear
and
Oral
Evaluation Selection
Reasons
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

The California contest is rather limited in its scope of activities. This puts the
California team that wins the state contest at a huge disadvantage in more ways than
one. First of all, the state winning team has to learn these new parts of the contest in a
short time span of about four months. This means a lot of new material must be learned
by the winning team. The contestants must learn how to perform the tasks of these new
parts of the contest, learn what the judges are looking for, and then be able to perform

these tasks effectively in a short amount of time. This can be a lot of added stress to a
high school student along with their schooling and activities they already have going for
themselves.
California is one of the only states that uses this current curriculum for their state
finals contest. Most states use several parts of the national FFA curriculum or contest
very similar to the national curriculum. The states that have a curriculum close to that of
the national FFA include at least the linear evaluation and written test portion of the
contest. This puts California state winning dairy cattle judging teams at a huge
disadvantage as well. Teams from these other states have a very big advantage
because they are practicing this format for a whole year. The students who have been
judging for consecutive years have an even bigger advantage due to that much extra
practice and being that much more familiar with the material and format. No matter what
the skill level is of the team we send to the national contest is, we are putting them at a
disadvantage and perhaps stacking the odds against them from the very start.
Effect of Changing the Curriculum
By changing the California format to that of the national curriculum we give our
teams a much better chance at being even more competitive at the national level. We
would be able to take some stress off of the contestants in the four months before the
national contest as well. In addition, all of the dairy cattle judging contestants across the
state would be able to benefit from this. By having our statewide contests include linear
evaluation, herd record evaluation, dairy management exercises, and sire selection
exercises throughout the year we can give these contestants more knowledge to take
with them through life. We can better educate future people of the dairy industry and

give them a more expanded knowledge of many aspects of the dairy industry. It would
give the contest more credibility as well. These events that are included in the national
curriculum are skills that many jobs in our industry use and require. Every bull stud
company in the world uses linear evaluation to evaluate the daughters of their bulls.
They use sire selection to mate and market their bulls properly, and they use herd
evaluation to evaluate daughters of their sires to monitor performance and improve
marketability of each bull. Having this on a resume or being able to talk about it in a job
interview would be very credible and give any past contestant a definite advantage
among other people who were not a part of the contest.

Conclusion and Recommendations

As we can see the California contest is behind the rest of the states in contest
content and has been for many years. The California curricular code needs to be
addressed and changed. The last time it was revised was 1992 (figure 1). That is
eighteen years ago and I feel that we are more than due for an update. The curriculum
needs to be changed to something identical or similar to national curricular code as
most other states have theirs. As I explained earlier the California contest lacks most of
the areas that the national contest has. I recommend that additions be done in steps.
The first year could add the linear evaluation part and the second year could add the
dairy management exercise. These are the two bigger parts of the national contest and
would be the most beneficial to start with. The other contest areas could be added in the
years following. The benefit to our students would be huge and it would put us on the
same page as the rest of our competitors and even the playing field. I recommend that
this gets addressed soon. I also hope that with this being addressed that other contest
areas that lack in comparison to the curricular code would be reviewed as well.
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